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ABSTRACT
We consider a model of distributed iterative algorithms whereby
several processors participate in the computation while collecting,
possibly stochastic information from the environment or other proces-
sors via communication links. Several applications in distributed
optimization, parameter estimation, and communication networks are
described. Issues of asymptotic convergence and agreement are explored
under very weak assumptions on the ordering of computations and the
timing of information reception. Progress towards constructing a broadly
applicable theory is surveyed.
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2. A Distributed Iterative Computation Model
In our model we are given a set of feasible decisions X and we are interested
in finding an element of a special subset X* called the solution set. We do not
specify X* further for the time being. An element of X* will be referred to as a
solution. Without loss of generality we index all events of interest (message
transmissions and receptions, obtaining measurements, performing computations) by
an integer time variable t. There is a finite collection of processors i=l,...,n
each of which maintains an estimate x (t)C X of a solution and updates it once
in a while according to a scheme to be described shortly. The ith processor
receives also from time to time m. different types of measurements and maintains
i i i
the latest values z!i z2,... z of these measurements. (That is, if no measure-
ment of type j is received at time t, then zj(t) = zj(t-i)). The measurement
1 i i
z. is an element of a set Zj. Each time a measurement Zj of type j is received
1 . i
by processor i the old value z. is replaced by the new value and the estimate x
is updated according to
xi(t+l) = Mij(xi(t)1 zW(t ... zi (t)) , (2.1)
where M.. is a given function. Each node i also updates from time to time the
1J
estimate x according to
x (t+l) = C i(x (t), zl(t)2...z (t)) (2.2)
where C. is a given function. Thus at each time t each processor i either
receives a new measurement of type j and updates x according to (2.1), or
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updates x according to (2.2), or remains idle in which case x (t+l) = x (t)
i i
and z. (t) = zj (t-l) for all j. The sequence according to which a processor
executes (2.1) or (2.2) or remains idle is left unspecified and indeed much of
the analysis in this paper is oriented towards the case where there is considerable
a priori uncertainty regarding this sequence. Note that neither mapping M.i or C.
involves a dependence on the time argument t. This is appropriate since it would be
too restrictive to assume that all processors have access to a global clock that records
the current time index t. On the other hand the mappings Mij and Ci may include depen-
dences on local clocks (or counters) that record the number of times iterations (2.1)
or (2.2) are executed at processor i. The value of the local counter of processor i
may be artificially lumped as an additional component into the estimate x and incre-
mented each time (2.1) or (2.2) are executed.
Note that there is redundancy in introducing the update formula (2.2) in ad-
dition to (2.1). We could view (2.2) as a special case of (2.1) corresponding to
an update in response to a "self-generated" measurement at node i. Indeed such a
formulation may be appropriate in some problems. On the other hand there is often
some conceptual value in separating the types of updates at a processor in updates
that incorporate new exogenous information (cf. (2.1)), and updates that utilize
the existing information to improve the processor's estimate (cf. (2.2)).
The measurement z (t), received by processor i at time t, is related to the
1 2 n
processor estimatesx ,x ,...,x according to an equation of the form
i 1x-il 2 i2 nin
zj.(t) ij(j( t)) ( ), x C(t)), ), (2.3)
where wbelongs to the sample space Q corresponding to a probability space
ik(2,F,P), and T. (t)• t, for every i,j,k.
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We allow the presence of delays in equation (2.3) in the sense that the
estimates x ,...,x may be the ones generated via (2.1) or (2.2) at the corres-
ik i
ponding processors at some times T. (t), prior to the time t that zj(t) was
received at processor i. Furthermore the delays may be different for different
processors. We place the following restriction on these delays which essentially
says that successive measurements of the same type depend on successive processor
estimates.
Assumption 2.1: If t>t', then
ik ik
Tj (t)> Ti (t'), Vi,j,kJ - j
For the time being, the only other assumption regarding the timing and
sequencing of measurement reception and estimate generation is the following:
Assumption 2.2 (Continuing Update Assumption): For any i and j and any time t
i
there exists a time t'>t at which a measurement zj of the form (2.3) with
ik
(t') > t, k = 1,...,n will be received at i and the estimate x will be
updated according to (2.1). Also for any i and time t there exists a time
t">t at which the estimate x will be updated according to (2.2).
The assumption essentially states that each processor will continue to
receive measurements in the future and update his estimate according to (2.1)
and (2.2). Given that we are interested in asymptotic results there isn't much we
can hope to prove without an assumption of this type. In order to formulate
substantive convergence results we will also need further assumptions on the nature
of the mappings Mij, Cij, and .ij and possibly on the relative timing of measurement
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4. Convergence of Contracting Processes
In our effort to develop a general convergence result for the distributed
algorithmic model of Section 2 we draw motivation from existing convergence theories
for (centralized) iterative algorithms. There are several theories of this type
(Zangwill [15], Luenberger [16], Ortega and Rheinboldt [17]--the most general are
due to Polak [18] and Poljak[19]). Most of these theories have their origin in
Lyapunov's stability theory for differential and difference equations. The main
idea is to consider a generalized distance function (or Lyapunov function) of the
typical iterate to the solution set. In optimization methods the objective function
is often suitable for this purpose while in equation solving methods a norm of the
difference between the current iterate and the solution is usually employed. The
idea is typically to show that at each iteration the value of the distance function
is reduced and reaches its minimum value in the limit.
The result of this section is based on a similar idea. However instead of
working with a generalized distance function we prefer to work (essentially) with
the level sets of such a function; and instead of working with a single processor
iterate (as in centralized processes) we work with what may be viewed as a state of
computation of the distributed process which includes all current processor iterates
and all latest information available at the processors.
The subsequent result is reminiscent of convergence results for successive
approximation methods associated with contraction mappings. For this reason we
refer to processes satisfying the following assumption as contracting processes.
In what follows in this section we assume that the feasible set X in the model of
Section 2 is a topological space so we can talk about convergence of sequences in X.
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Assumption 3.1: There exists a sequence of sets X(k) with the following properties:
a) X*C X(k+l)CX(k) C... CX
b) If {Xk} is a sequence in X such that xk X(k) for all k, then every limit point
of {xk } is a solution.
c) For all i, j and k denote z = (zl'. ., ) and
1'" m. n1
~~i 1 n 1 ~~ nZ (k) = {ij (x "'.xw)jx lX(k).."x LX(k), wm2} (4.1)
~2 M(.1)
X (k) = {C.( ,x I ieX(k) z sZ' (k)} (4.2)
i (k)x(k) = Z (k)xZ (k)x,...,xZ (k).1 2 m.
The sets X(k) and the mappings pij, Mij, and Ci are such that for all i,j and k
Xi(k)C X(k) (4.4)
M i (x z ) X( k), VxXk), zZ(k), (4. 5 )ii (X ,Z. i i,
13
Mij(x ,Z ) X (k), VX LX (k), z Z (k), (4.6)
M ij(x ,z ) cXl kl), Vx EX(k), z cZ (k), (4.7)
13
ii i - k4
Ci(x ,z ) EX(k+; VxisX(k+l), zilZ (k), (4.8)
Assumption 3.1 is a generalized version of a similar assumption in reference
T11-3 Broad classes of deterministic- speci-alized processes--sat-is-fY-ing the assumption
are given in that reference. The main idea is that membership in the set X(k) is
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representative in some sense of the proximity of a processor estimate to a solution.
By part b), if we can show that a processor estimate successively moves from X(O)
to X(1), then to X(2) and so on, then convergence to a solution is guaranteed. Part
c) assures us that once all processor estimates enter the set X(k) then they remain in
the set Xk)[cf. (4.4),(4.5),(4.8)] and (assuming all processors keep on computing and
receiving measurements) eventually enter the set X(k+l)[cf. (4.6),(4.7)]. In view
of these remarks the proof of the following result is rather easy. Note that the
assumption does not differentiate the effects of two different members of the
probability space [cf. part c)] so it applies to situations where the process is
either deterministic (Q consists of a single element), or else stochastic variations
are not sufficiently pronounced to affect the membership relations in part c).
It is interesting to note that in the case where all functions M.. are the
1ij
identity, i.e. measurement reception does not prompt any update of the processor's
estimate, the conditions (4.4)-(4.8) can be replaced by the simpler conditions
X(k+l)CXi(k) C X(k)
i i i-i i-i
Ci(x ,Z )sX(k+l), V x £X (k), z sZ (k).
Proposition 3.1: Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, hold and assume that all initial
processor estimates xi(0), i=l,...,n belong to X(O), while all initial measurements
i i
z.(O) available at the processors belong to the corresponding sets Zj(O). Then every
limit point of the sequences {xl(t)} is almost surely a solution.
The proof will not be given since it is very similar to the one given in [13].
Note that the proposition does not guarantee asymptotic agreement of the processor
estimates but in situations where Assumption 3.1 is satisfied one can typically
also show agreement.
Example 2 (continued): As an illustration consider the specialized process for
computing a fixed point of a mapping F in example 2. There X is a Cartesian
product X1 x X2 x...x Xn, and each processor i is responsible for updating the
-23-
ith "coordinate" xi of x = (x1,x2, ...,xn) while relying on essentially direct
communications from other processors to obtain estimates of the other coordinates.
Suppose that each set Xi is a Banach space with norm I1.1 i and X is endowed with
the sup norm
llxll = max{l 1lX1nlx n 'VXX (4.9)
Assume further that F is a contraction mapping with respect to this norm,
i.e., for some ac(O,1)
I IF(x)-F(y) I <_ Ix-y I, x,yX . (4.,10)
Then the solution set consists of the unique fixed point x* of F. For some
positive constant B let us consider the sequence of sets
X(k) = {xsXI j1x-x*11 < Bak } ,
The sets defined by (4.1)-(4.3) are then given by
Z (k) = {xjeX4 I1xj-x*1I < Bak}
J j ji
X (k) = xEX(k)  IIxix-xi*1 < Bak+l }
3 i 33 -Zj(k) = ~{xjXjl 1x3-x*1| <
It is straightforward to show that the sequence {X(k)} satisfies Assumption 3.1.
Further illustrations related to this example are given in [13]. Note however that
the use of the sup norm (4.10) is essential for the verification of Assumption 3.
Similarly Assumption 3 can be verified in the preceding example if the contraction
assumption is substituted by a monotonicity assumption (see [13]). This mono-
tonicity assumption is satisfied by most of the dynamic programming problems of interest
including the shortest path problem of example 1 (see also [12]). An important exception
is the infinite horizon average cost Markovian decision problem (see [12], p. 616).
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An important special case for which the contraction mapping assumption
(4.9) is satisfied arises when X=Rn and Xl,X2,...,x n are the coordinates of x.
Suppose that F satisfies
IF(x)-F(y) I Plx-yl, x,y Rn
where P is an nxn matrix with nonnegative elements and spectral radius strictly
less than unity, and for any z=(zlz 2 ' . .Zn) we denote by Izl the column vector
with coordinates lZlllz21 |z Inl Then F is called a P-contraction mapping.
Fixed point problems involving such mappings arise in dynamic programming ([20],
p.374), and solution of systems of nonlinear equations ([17], Section 13.1). It
can been shown ([11], p.231) that if F is a P-contraction then it is a contraction
mapping with respect to some norm of the form (4.9). Therefore Proposition 3.1
applies.
We finally note that it is possible to use Proposition 3.1 to show convergence
of similar fixed point distributed processes involving partial or total overlaps
between the processors (compare with example 6).
Example 3 (continued): Consider the special case of the deterministic gradient
algorithm of example 3 corresponding to the mapping
F(x) = x - aVf(x) . (4.11)
Assume that f:Rn+ R is a twice continuously differentiable convex function with
Hessian matrix V 2f(x) which is positive definite for all x. Assume also that there
exists a unique minimizing point x* of f over Rn . Consider the matrix
aal-2 ax ax ax .. axx
(ax 1 ) 1 2 1 n
H* = (4.12)
afx ' x2f 2f
Xn X1 n X2 (Dxn)
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obtained from the Hessian matrix V2 f(x*) by replacing the off-diagonal terms
by their negative absolute values. It is shown in [13] that if the matrix H*
is positive definite then the mapping F of (4.11) is a P-contraction within some
open sphere centered at x* provided the stepsize a in (4.11) is sufficiently small.
Under these circumstances the distributed asynchronous gradient method of this
example is convergent to x* provided all initial processor estimates are sufficiently
close to x* and the stepsize a is sufficiently small. The neighborhood of local
convergence will be larger if the matrix (4.12) is positive definite within an accord-
ingly larger neighborhood of x*. For example if f is positive definite quadratic with
the corresponding matrix (4.12) positive definite a global convergence result can be
shown.
One condition that guarantees that H* is positive definite is strict diagonal
dominance ([17], p.48-51).
a2f a Vi=l,...,n,
(ax2 j=l axia
j1i
where the derivatives above are evaluated at x*. This type of condition is
typically associated with situations where the coordinates of x are weakly coupled
in the sense that changes in one coordinate have small effects on the first partial
derivatives of f with respect to the other coordinates. This result can be general-
ized to the case of weakly coupled systems (as opposed to weakly coupled coordinates).
m.
Assume that x is partitioned as x=(xl,x2,-.. ,xn) where now x.iR 1 (mi may be
greater than one but all other assumptions made earlier regarding f are in effect).
Assume that there are n processors and the ith processor asynchronously updates the
subvector xi according to an approximate form of Newton's method where the second
1
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order submatrices of the Hessian V2 f, isj are neglected, i.e.X.X.
1j
2 -l
Xi. X. - (V2 f) V f. (4.13)
1 X.X. X.
i1 1
In calculating the partial derivatives above processor i uses the values xj
latest communicated from the other processors jsi similarly as in the distributed
gradient method. It can be shown that if the cross-Hessians V2 f, i~j have
X Xj
sufficiently small norm relative to V f, then the totally asynchronous versionX.X.
i 1
of the approximate Newton method (4.13) converges to x* if all initial processor
estimates are sufficiently close to x*. The same type of result may also be shown
if (4.13) is replaced by
X i - arg minm. f(x1lx2 ...,Xn) . (4.14)
xi6R 1
Unfortunately it is not true always that the matrix (4.12) is positive
definite, and there are problems where the totally asynchronous version of the
distributed gradient method is not guaranteed to converge regardless of how small
the stepsize a is chosen. As an example consider the function f: R3-~R
f(X 1 ,x 2,X 3 )=(Xl+X2 +X3 ) + (Xl+X2 +x 3 -3)2 + E(x2+X2+X2
where 0<«<<1. The optimal solution is close to (2 2' -) for c: small. The scalar
£ plays no essential role in this example. It is introduced merely for the purpose
of making the Hessian of f positive definite. Assume that all initial processor
estimates are equal to some common value x, and that processors execute many gradient
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iterations with a small stepsize before communicating the current values of
their respective coordinates to other processors. Then (neglecting the terms
that depend on c) the ith processor tries in effect to solve the problem
min {(xi+2x) + (xi+2x-3) 2
Xi
thereby obtaining a value close to - -2x. After the processor estimates of the
respective coordinates are exchanged each processor coordinate will have been
updated approximately according to
- 3 -
xr - -2x (4.15)
and the process will be repeated. Since (4.15) is a divergent iterative process
we see that, regardless of the stepsize chosen and the proximity of the initial
processor estimates to the optimal solution, by choosing the delays between successive
communications sufficiently large the distributed gradient method can be made to diverge
when the matrix H* of (4.12) is not positive definite.
5. Convergence of Descent Processes
We saw in the last section that the distributed gradient algorithm converges
appropriately when the matrix (4.12) is positive definite. This assumption is not
always satisfied, but convergence can be still shown (for a far wider class of
algorithms) if a few additional conditions are imposed on the frequency of obtaining
measurements and on the magnitude of the delays in equation (2.3). The main idea
behind the results described in this section is that if delays are not too large, if
certain processors do not obtain measurements and do not update much more frequently than
others, then the effects of asynchronism are relatively small and the algorithm behaves
approximately as a centralized algorithm, similar to the class of centralized pseudo-
gradient algorithms considered in [40].
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Let X = XlxX2 x...x XL be the feasible set, where X (=1i,...,L) is a Banach
space. If x=(xl,...,xL), xCX ,e we refer to xk as the Z-th component of x. We endow
X with the sup norm, as in (4.8). Let f:x-[O,c) be a cost function to be minimized.
We assume that f is Frechet differentiable and its derivative is Lipschitz continuous.
iEach processor i keeps in his memory an estimate x (t) = (x1 (t),....Lx(t))X
and receives measurements z. k eXe, ifj, with the value of the k-th component of xj,
evaluated by processor j at some earlier time T. £(t)< t; that is,
i i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iZj, (t ) = x J(Tj g(t)). He also receives from the environment exogenous, possiblystochastic measurements z. 6X, which are in a direction of descent with respect
to the cost function f, in a sense to be made precise later. We denote by zi the
i
Z-th component of z..
i
Whenever processor i receives measurements zj ,Q he updates his estimate
i
vector x componentwise, according to:
x j(t+l) (= X t)x (t) + (t)z (t) + i (t)z (t) . (5.1)91 i5 PI 91 Ri j' j 9,g i,P
The coefficients J g(t) are nonnegative scalars satisfying
n ,
fi (t)=l, Vi t
j=l i
i
and such that: if no measurement zj , was received by processor i (ifj) at time t,
then f g(t)=O. That is, processor i combines his estimate of the Q-th component
of the solution with the estimates (possibly outdated) of other processors that he
i
has just received, by forming a convex combination. Also, if no new measurement z.
was obtained at time t, we should set zlq(t)=O in equation (5.1). The coefficient
-29-
a (t) is a nonnegative stepsize. It can be either independent of t or it may
depend on the number of times up to t that a new measurement (of any type) was
received at processor i.
Equation (5.1) which essentially defines the algorithm, is a linear system
driven by the exogenous measurements z. (t). Therefore, there exist linear operators
1
lJ 3(t s), (ts), such that
n t-l n
x (t) = E ij(tlo)xj(l) + n x J(s) ( t l s ) z! (s ).
j=l s=l j=l
We now impose an assumption which states that if the processors cease obtaining
i
exogenous measurements from some time on (that is, if they set z.=O), they will
asymptotically agree on a common limit (this common limit is the vector y(t) to be
defined shoQrty).
Assumption 5.1: For any i,j,s, lim ij(tls) exists (with respect to the induced
tg-t
operator norm) and is the same for all i. The common limit is denoted by J (s).
Assumption 5.1 is very weak. Roughly speaking it requires that for every
component Z6{1,...,L} there exists a directed graph G=(N,A), where the set N of nodes
is the set {l,...,n} of processors, and such that there exists a path from every processor
to every other processor and such that if (i,j)EA then processor j receives an infinite
number Qf measurements (messages) of type Zi Also the coefficients J (t) must be
such thalt "sufficient combining" takes place and the processors tend to agree.
We can now define a vector y(t)CX by
n t-l n
y(t) = ( &(O)x ) + X E aj(s)0j (s)z (s)
j=l s=1 j=l J
-30-
and observe that y(t) is recursively generated by
n
y(t+l) = y(t) + a i(t)i (t)zi(t) (5.2)
~i=l~i
We can now explain the main idea behind the results to be described:
if ij(tls) converges to j (s) fast enough, if ia (t) is small enough, and if
zi(t) is not too large, then x (t), for each i, will evolve approximately as y(t).
We may then study the behavior of the recursion (5.2) and make inferences about
the behavior of xi(t).
The above framework covers both specialized processes, in which case we have
L=n, as well as the case of total overlap where we have L=l and we do not distinguish
between components of the estimates. For specialized processes (e.g. example 3) it
1 2 nis easy to see that y(t) = (x(t),x 2 (t),...,x (t)).1 2 n
We now proceed to present some general convergence results. We allow the
i
exogenous measurements zi of each processor, as well as the initialization x (1)
of the algorithm to be random (with finite variance). We assume that they are all
defined on a probability space (0,F,P) and we denote by Ft the o-algebra generated by
{x (l),zi(s);i=l,...,n;s=l,...,t-l}. For simplicity we also a ssume that the sequence of
times at which measurements are obtained, computations are performed, the times
ij (t) as well as the combining coefficients B+ (t) are deterministic. (In fact,
this assumption may be relaxed [35], [43]). In order to quantify the speed of convergence
of ij (tfs) we introduce
c(tls) = maxII 3ij(t ls) - 0J(s) l
.
i,j
By Assumption 5.1 lim c(tls)=0 and it may be shown that c(tjs)< 1, Vt,s. Consider
the following assumptions:h low n sum t o
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Assumption 5.2:
E < f (xi (t)), i(t)z )> iF< ti, a.s.E5 i ,Ft<0 , .
Assumption 5.3:
a) For some K > O
O-
E zi (t)|| ] < - K E [ (x (t)), (t)z i(t)> ,i't
b) For some B>O, de[0,1), c(tjs)< Bd t - s , Vt>s, Vs.
Assumption 5.2 states that ~ (t)zi(t) (which is the "effective update direction"
of processor i, see (5.2)) is a descent direction with respect to f. Assumption
5.3a requires that z. (t) is not too large. In particular any noise present in
z.i (t) can only be "multiplicative-like": its variance must decrease to zero as a
stationary point of f is approached. For example, we may have
i zi(t) = - (Xi(t))] (l+wi(t)),where w (t) is scalar white noise. Finally, Assumption 5.3b requires that the
processors tend to agree exponentially fast. Effectively, this requires that the
i
time between consecutive measurements of the type zji, isj, as well as the delays
i i
t-Ti (t) are bounded together with some minor restriction of the coefficients B k(t)
for those times that a measurement of type zj i is obtainedfor those times that a measurement of type zjg is obtained.
-32-
Letting
= sup ' (t) 
t,i
we may use Assumptions 5.3a and 5.3b to show that ix1 (t)-y(t) I is of the order
of a . Using the Lipschitz continuity of Df it follows that (t- f 
is also of the order of a0; then, using Assumption 5.2, it follows that (5.2)
corresponds to a descent algorithm, up to first order in 0 . Choosing a0 small enough,
convergence may be shown by invoking the supermartingale convergence theorem. The
above argument can be made rigorous and yields the following proposition (the proof
may be found in [35] and [43]):
Proposition 5.1: If Assumptions 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, hold and if ae is small enough,
then:
a) f(x (t)), i=l,...,n, as well as f(y(t)) converge, almost surely, and to the
same limit.
b) lim (xi(t)-y(t))=O, Vi, almost surely and in the mean square.
t->o
0 , naf
C) X E a itE -x (x tt) [i (t)>F > -0 , (S 3)
t=l i=l
almost surely. The expectation of the above expression is also finite.
i
A related class of algorithms arises if the noise in z. (t) is allowed to be
additive, e.g.
i(= f ii
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where w (t) is zero-mean white. In such a case, an algorithm may be convergent
only if lim a (t)=O. In fact, ai(t)=l/ti, where ti is the number of times up to
t-co
time t that a new measurement was received at i, is the most convenient choice, and
this is what we assume here. However, this choice of stepsize implies that the
algorithm becomes progressively slower, as t-*o. We may therefore allow the agreement
process to become progressively slower as well, and still retain convergence. In
physical terms, the time between consecutive measurements z j(ifj) may increase
to infinity, as t->o. In mathematical terms:
Assumption 5.4: a) For some K0, K1, K2 > 0,
E[llzi <t) ]  - K E (x' (t)), (t)zit)>] +
+ KE[f(xi(t))] + K2
b) 'For some B>0O, 6E(0,1], dE[0,1)
6 6
c(ts)e then have [3t>5], 43.
We then have [35], [43]'
Proposition 5.2: Let a (t)=l/ti, where t. is the number of times up to time t that a new
1
measurement was received at i, and assume that for some £>O, ti>R.t for all i,t. Asumme
also that Assumptions 5.1, 5.2, 5.4 hold. Then the conclusions (a),(b),(c) of
Proposition 5.1 remain valid.
Propositions 5.1,5.2 do not prove yet convergence to the optimum (suppose, for
example, that zi(t)-O, Vi,t). However, (5.3) may be exploited to yield optimality
under a few additional assumptions:
-34-
Corollary: Let the assumptions of either Proposition 5.1 or 5.2 hold. Let Ti be
the set of times that processor i obtains a measurement of type z.. Suppose that
1i
there exists some B>O and, for each i, a sequence {tk of distinct elements of Ti
such that
max jtk-t< B (5.4)
00i ij
minll (tk)=
k=l i
Finally, assume that f has compact level sets and that there exist continuous functions
g :x+[O,o) satisfying
[ <f (xi (t) i J F
a) E[< (x (t)), t)zt) IFt]< - gi(xi(t)), VtCTi, Vi, almost surely.
n A
b) I gi(x*)=O > x*eX* {x6X I f(x*) = inf f(x)}
i=l x
Then, lim f(x (t)) = inf f(x), Vi, almost surely.
t-)om x
Example 3: (continued): It follows from the above results that the distributed
deterministic gradient algorithm applied to a convex function converges provided that
a) The stepsize a is small enough, b) Assumption 5.3(b) holds and c) The processors
update, using (3.7), regularly enough, i.e. condition (5.4) is satisfied. Similarly,
convergence for the distributed stochastic gradient algorithm follows if we choose
a stepsize a i(t)=l/ti, if Assumption 5.4 and condition (5.4) hold.
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Example 4: (continued) Similarly with the previous example, convergence to
stationary points of f may be shown, provided that aI is not too large, that the
delays t-Tlm(t) are not too large and that the processors do not update too
irregularly. It should be pointed out that a more refined set of sufficient con-
ditions for convergence may be obtained, which links the "coupling constants"
i im
K. m with bounds on the delays t-T. (t) [35]. These conditions effectively
quantify the notion that the time between consecutive communications and com-
munication delays between decision makers should be inversely proportional to the
strength of coupling between their respective divisions.
Example 7: (continued) Several common algorithms for identification of a moving
average process satisfy the conditional descent Assumption 5.2. (e.g. the Least
Mean Squares algorithm, or its normalized version-NLMS). Consequently, Proposition 5.2
may be invoked. Using part (c) of the Proposition, assuming that the input is
sufficiently rich and that enough messages are exchanged, it follows that the dis-
tributed algorithm will correctly identify the system. A detailed analysis is given
in [35].
A similar approach may be taken to analyze distributed stochastic algorithms
in which the noises are correlated and Assumption 5.2 fails to hold. Very few global
convergence results are available even for centralized such algorithms [34,36] and it
is an open question whether some distributed versions of them also converge. However, as
in the centralized case one may associate an ordinary differential equation with
such an algorithm (compare with [37,38]), and prove local convergence subject to an
assumption that the algorithm returns infinitely often to a bounded region (see [35]).
Such results may be used, for example, to demonstrate local convergence of a distri-
buted extended least squares (ELS) algorithm, applied to the ARMAX identification
problem in Example 7.
